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)
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AND NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN ) Docket Nos. 50-400 OL
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY ) 50-401 OL

)
(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power )
Plant, Units 1 and 2) )

APPLICANTS' MOTION FOR CODIFICATION
OF ADMITTED CONTENTIONS

In our October 15, 1982 letter transmitting " Applicants'

Objections and hequests for Clarification Relating to the

Board's Memorandum and Order (Reflecting Decisions Made

Following Prehearing Conference)" (hereinafter " Applicants.'

Objections and Requests for Clarification"), we informed the

Board that we might seek Board approval of a proposed codifica-

tion of admitted contentions. In the form of a Motion for

Codification of Admitted Contentions, Applicants Carolina Power

& Light Company and North Carolina Eastern Municipal Power

Agency hereby submit for Board approval their codification of

cententions admitted to this proceeding.
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Appendix A hereto is the proposed wording for each

contention admitted by the Board in its September 22, 1982 '

" Memorandum and Order (Reflecting Decisions Made Following

Prehearing Conference)" (hereinafter " Order"). Appendix B, for

the convenience of the Board, reprints the contentions as

originally submitted by intervenors, where a change is proposed

to the wording of the contention. Applicants have proposed

alteration to the wording of certain contentions simply to

confirm our understanding of the contention as accepted by the

Board.

Applicants make this request both for the convenience of

all parties and the Board (and the Appeal Board and any higher

reviewer of the Board's decision) and in fairness to
Applicants, who bear the burden of proof regarding each

contention admitted for litigation. In particular, Applicants

had difficulty in parsing Mr. Eddleman's contentions and

attempting fairly to restate what remained of the original

language as a re.sult of the Board's Order, particularly in

those instances where only a narrow aspect of a lengthy

contention was accepted. For example, we could not determine

what aspect of Eddleman 29 and 30 had been accepted by the

Board since there was no reference to Appendix I in either

contention. For purposes of Applicants' proposed codification

of Eddleman 29.and 30, in Appendix A we simply abstracted the

Board's statement of the contention in its Order. In other
,

cases, even where we understood what aspect of the original

|
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contention the Board had admitted, Applicants believe that it

is necessary to clarify that certain statements provided as

part of the basis and specificity in support of a contention

are not part of the issue to be litigated. For example, w:
.

understand the Board's intent to be to admit Eddleman 15 as a

contention regarding the impacts on the cost-benefit balance of

lower than anticipated capacity factors. We do not understand

Eddleman 15, as admitted, as a contention regarding the impact

of steam generator problems on plant capacity factor.

Applicants believe that it is importhnt to clarify these

questions at this stage in the proceeding rather than at
.

hearing or on appeal. As the Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Board observed in Kansas Gas and Electric Company, et

al. (Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit No. 1), ALAB-279, 1

N.R.C. 559, 576 (1975):

The applicant is entitled to a fair chance
to defend. It is therefore entitled to be

i told at the outset, with clarity and
precision, what arguments are being

,

'

advanced and what relief is being
asked . So is the Board below. It. . .

should not be necessary to speculate about
what a pleading is supposed to mean.
(emphasis provided).

Applicants note that the NRC Staff also recognized the

need to establish the precise wording of the contentions. The

NRC Staff circulated a draft version of the proposed wording of

contentions by letter dated October 18, 1982. In general we

agreed with the NRC Staff's proposals. Because we have some

differences with the Staff regarding the wordi~ng of certain

!
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contentions as accepted by the Board, Applicants decided to

state its position in the form of a formal motion to the Board

to seek resolution of this issue.

In the paragraphs below, Applicants explain briefly what

changes were made to certain contentions as codified in

Appendix A. Otherwise the contentions in Appendix A are

~

reprinted as originally drafted by the intervenors.

JOINT CONTENTION VI

Applicants have deleted the language in Joint

Contention VI alleging components of the Shearon Harris

monitoring system will not withstand an accident, in accordance

with the Board's rejection of that portion of the contention.

Order at 14.

.

CCNC 4
,

The Board accepted the aspect of this contention alleging

that plans to store R~obinson and Brunswick spent fuel at

Shearon Harris "could have some previously unanalyzed impacts."

Applicants have modified CCNC 4 by deleting references to safe

storage of irradiated fuel assemblies at the expiration of the

proposed licensing period, in accordance with the Board's Order

at 19-20. In addition, Applicants have previously requested

clarification of CCNC 4 and ask the Board to modify the

contention as appropriate in ruling on Applicants' request for

clarification. See Applicants' Objections and Requests for

Clarification at 14-15.

-4-
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CCNC 12

Applicants have set forth CCNC 12 as originally propoped,
.

including the reference to the Cape Fear River intake facility,

in light of their decision to reinstate plans to conctruct the

pump station. See Order at 21 and Applicants' Objections and

Requests for Clarification at 2-3.

CHANGE 9-

' Applicants have not altered the original contention, but

have requested clarification of the Board's decision regarding,

this contention. See Applicants' Objections and Requests for

Clarification at 14-15. We request that the Board modify the

contention as appropriate in ruling on Applicants' request for

clarification.

.

WILSON I(e), (f1)-(f3)

Applicants have re-typed Dr. Wilson's original contention,

including the discussion of the Cape Fear River water pumped

into the Reservoir, reflecting Applic' ants' change in position

with respect to the pump station. See Applicants' Objections

and Requests for Clarification at 2-3.

WILSON III

Applicants have not attempted to revise Wilson III in this

codification. That is not to suggest that Applicants accept

the wording of Wilson III as an appropriate contention. The

-5-
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Board has noted the probability that Wilson III will be later

consolidated with Joint Contention I. Order at 31-32.

Applicants antic'ipate dealing with the wording of Wilson III in'

the context of such consolidation at a later date.
,

4

EDDLEMAN 9

The Board admitted that portion of Eddleman 9 alleging a

deficiency in the FSAR regarding compliance with regulations on

environmental qualification of electrical equipment and

rejected the portion alleging Applicants' equipment is not

environmentally qualified. See Order at '38-39. Applicants

have retained only the statement from Eddleman 9 that alleges a

deficiency in the FSAR, pursuant to the Board's Order.

EDDLEMAN 11

Eddleman 11 was characterized by the Board as alleging

"that the safety and environmental assessments do not ade-
,

quately consider the accelerated deterioration of polyvinyl

chloride (PVC) and polyethylene insulators when subjected to
,

radiation," and was accepted "to the extent it addresses

polyethylene." Order at 39. Applying the Board's ruling,

Applicants have included in the contention Mr. Eddleman's

original wordinc which challenges the capability of polyeth-

ylene cable insulation to withstand a radiological envi-

ronnment. The remainder of the language addresses PVC, does ,

not relate to or purport to support the allegation accepted,

i - -6-
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or, in the case of the final paragraph, seeks to incorporate

other contentions by reference -- a practice rejected by the

Board. See Order at 35.

EDDLEMAN 15

In accordance with the Board's Order, Applicants have

included only those portions of Eddleman 15 relating to the

economic costs of waste disposal and the ER analysis regarding

capacity factors. See Order at 40-42. The remainder of the

original wording of the contention dealt with construction

costs, costs associated with health effects of operation and

the fuel cycle costs set forth in the ER. Applicants did not

include the discussion in Eddleman 15 that related to steam

generator problems as the cause of low capacity factors in

other large PWRs. Applicants understand the Board's Order as

accepting a contention regarding the impact of capacity factors

less than 70 percent on the cost-benefit balance, regardless of

the presumed cause of a lower capacity factor..

EDDLEMAN 22A and B

Applicants did not include the language in the introduc-

tory paragraph preceding Eddleman 22A because it seeks to
P

incorporate other contentions by reference, See Order at 35.

In accordance with the Board's Order, Applicants propose

limiting the language in Eddleman 22B to that related to the

" operating payroll and its effect on the cost / benefit

analysis." Order at 43.

-7-
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EDDLEMAN 29 and 30

As discussed supra, Applicants have abstracted the Board's

statement of Eddleman 29 and 30. See Order at 46. However,

because we were unclear as to what the Board intended,

Applicants request the Board to clarify what aspects of these

two contentions were accepted for litigation.

1

EDDLEMAN 41

Applicants have included only that portion of Eddleman 41

addressing defective hanger welds. See Order at 49-50.

References to the Code of Federal Regulations set forth in the

original contention were deleted because they inappropriately

relate to operational quality assurance issues.

EDDLEMAN 45

Pursuant to the Board's Order, Applicants have limited the

contention to the language alleging "a safety problem because

the feedwater, ECCS, main steam system and their components are
'1

not properly designed, constructed and tested against water

hammer." order at 50-51.

EDDLEMAN 67

Applicants have excluded the allegation that the lack of
.

an assured disposal site should be considered under NEPA, in

accordance with the Board's rejection of the NEPA issue. Order

at 59. In addition, Applicants have deleted reference to

-8-
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"CP&L's style of operation at Brunswick" which is not an capect

of Eddleman 67 that was admitted by the Board. Applicants have

elsewhere objected to the admission of this Contention and

request that the Board reject Eddleman 67 in its entirety for

the reasons set forth in Applicants' Objections and Requests

for Clarification at 7-12.

EDDLEMAN 75

Applicants have included in Eddleman 75 only that language

regarding the allegation that clams or barnacles might block

access to the heat sink. The rest of the contention was

eliminated by the Board for " lack of specificity and failure to

meet minimal standards of clarity." order at 61.

EDDLEMAN 132

As set forth in their Objections and Requests for

Clarification, Applicants asked the Board to specify the issues

in Eddleman 132 that have been accepted for litigation.

Applicants have included the wording of the original contention

in Appendix A, but request that the Board modify the contention

as appropriate in ruling on Applicants' request for clarifica-

tion.

Applicants request the Board to adopt Appendix A, with

' such modifications as requested by Applicants and such other

|
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modifications as it deems appropriate, as the wording of all
'

contentions admitted thus far in this proceeding.

R spectfully submitted,

s
'

.,

. b*'

Geo'rge'F. Trowbridge, ? d.
Tho nas A. Baxter, P.C.
Jo a H. O'Neill, Jr.
S W, PITTMAN, POTTS & TROWBRIDGE

O M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 822-1000

Richard E. Jones
Samantha Francis Flynn
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
P.O. Box 1551
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602
(919) 836-7707

Dated: December 17, 1982

|
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APPENDIX A

.

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY AND NORTH CAROLINA
EASTERN MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY (SHEARON HARRIS

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2)
ADMITTED CONTENTIONS

JOINT CONTENTION I (CANP 3) .

The Applicants have not demonstrated the adequacy of their

managing, engineering, operating and maintenance personnel to

safely operate, maintain and manage the Shearon Harris Nuclear

Power Plant as evidenced by their record of safety and perfor-
.

mance at their other nuclear power facilities. A pattern of

management inadequacies and unqualified and/or inadequate staff
_

is likely to be reproduced at Shearon Harris Nuclear Power

Plant and result in health and safety problems.

JOINT CONTENTION II (CANP 5)

The long term somatic and genetic health effects of

~radi'ation releases from the facility during normal operations,

even where such releases are within existing guidelines, have

been seriously underestimated for the following reasons:

(a) The work of Mancuso, Stewart, Kneale, Gofman and

Morgan establish that the BEIR-III Report (1980

report of the National Academy of Sciences' Committee

on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation,

entitled "The Effects on Populations of Exposdre to

Low-Levels of Ionizing Radiation") (1) incorrectly

-1-
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.

understood the latency periods for cancer; (2)

considered only expressed dominant genetic defects

rather than recessive genetic defects; and (3) failed

to use a supralinear response rather than a threshold

or linear-or-less model to determine low-level

radiation effects.

(b) Insufficient consideration has been given to the

greater radiation effects resulting from internal-

emitters due to incorrect modeling of internal

absorption of radionuclides, and underestimation of
'

the health and genetic effects of alpha, beta and

neutron radiation on DNA, cell membranes and enzyme

activity. (Reference: sources cited in Eddleman

37(F).)

(c) The work of Gofman and Caldicott shows that the

NRC has erroneously estimated the health effects of

low-level radiation by examining effects over an

arbitrarily short period of time' compared to the
i

length of time the radionuclides actually will be
i

causing health and genetic damage.

(d) Substantial increases in cancer mortality rates

have been observed in the vicinity of nuclear

facilities. Sternglass, " Cancer Mortality Changes

Around Nuclear Facilities in Connecticut", February, *

1978.

.
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(e) The radionuclide concentration models used by

Applicants and the NRC are inadequate because they
,

underestimate or exclude the following means of : i

concentrating radionuclides in the environment:

rainout of radionuclides or hot spots; radionuclides \,
*

,

absorbed in or attached to fly ash from coal plants
as

which are in the air around the-SHNPP site; and %,

incomplete mixing and dispersion of dddibnuclides.
.s xs

3

(f) In computing radionuclide concedtratio.ns in,the
.N

,

.

'environment, less reactive rather than moret reective
,

t, , \r ,

/ \
forms of radionuclides are used in the', compGtation, '

) 'l' ',
and certain radionuclides are ignored.! (Referencej *

o ,
,

'

sources cited in Eddleman 37(10)). )' / (
' i '

m

\

t

.

' 'JOINT CONTENTION IV x

Applicants intend to rely on thermoluminescent dosimeters
'(TLD's) as the dosimeter of record to monitor occup'ationaD

radiation exposure. Because-of TLD inaccuracies and t. heir lack
,

of real-time monitoring capability, these devices'are
\

inadequate to assure worker safety and health. Applicants j
f

should be required to use portable prassurized ionis tion >

\
monitors in support of workers in radiation hazard areas to

Icorroborate the exposures indicated by the TLD's.
.

I

f i t
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JOINT CONTENTION V

Applicants intend to calibrate and inspect continuous air
'A ,

monitors and portable air samplers only once annually. Such
_ S

, .3 inf' req % nt inspection and calibration appears inadequate to
'

,

' assure the ability to provide accurate monitoring in the event

of an emergency. Applicants should be required to inspect and

calibrate these monitors and samplers frequently enough to

' assure their accuracy within plus or minus 5% in the event that

they are needed.

>,

JOINT CONTENTION VI

The radiation detection and monitoring system of SHNPP is.,

unab,le to assure that in-plant and off-site emergency response- ,

personnel receive timely and accurate information necessary to
c' \

'

protect employees and the health and safety of the public under'

.' the ALARA standard. The monitoring system is not able to
"

promptly detect the specific radionuclides and their amounts,

b.eing rel$ased inside and outside the plant.

' JOINT CONTENTION VII (CANP 2)

. applicants have failed to demonstrate that the steam

generators to be used in the Harris Plant are adequately

designed and can be operated in a manner consistent with the

public health and safety and ALARA exposure to maintenance'

personnel in light of (1) vibration problems which have

developed in Westinghouse Model D-4 steam generators; (2) tube

'

_4_
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corrosion and cracking in other Westinghouse steam generators
.

-

with Inconel-600 tubes and/or carbon steel support plates and

AVT water chemistry; (3) present detection capability for loose

metal or other foreign objects; and (4) existing tube failure

analyses. '

CCNC 4

The Applicant's request for authorization to store source,

special nuclear and by-product material irradiated in nuclear

reactors licensed under DPR-23, DPR-66, and DPR-71, should be

denied as there has been no analysis in the ER of the envi-

ronmental, safety, and health effects of transportation of

radioactive wastes and other material from the other reactors

to SENPP and no analysis of safety risks from long-term

storage. The Applicants' reliance on 10 C.F.R. 51.20(g),

including the table of Environmental Impact of Transportation

of Fuel and Waste To and From One Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear

Power Reactor (taken from WASH-1238), is inappropriate as the

10 C.F.R. 51.20(g) exemption only applies to the transportation

of radioactive material to and from one reactor only, not from

several reactors as in this instance. There needs to be a full

description and detailed analysis in the ER under 10 C.F.R.

51.20(g)(1)(a)(ii), to include the contribution of such effects

to the environmental costs of licensing the reactor, and the

environmental impact under normal conditions and the risk from

accidents.

-5-
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CCNC 12

Section 2.4 of the ER is inadequate as there is no

consideration of the effects of the Jordan Lake Dam breaking on

the SHNPP site. The Jordan Lake has a storage capacity of

778,000 acre-feet of water and if it breaks the resulting flood

would be greater than the probable, maximum flood (PMF) that

the Applicants use to determine the effects of high water on

the site. ihe existing Buckhorn Dam will be carried away and

the SHNPP reservoir dam and the Cape Fear intake facility are

likely to be adversely affected. As a result there may not be

adequate water to cool- the SHNPP reactors and an accident might

occur.
-

.

CCNC 14

The license should be denied as there is no consideration

of the effect of hydrilla verticillata (a foreign aquatic plant

now spreading throughout Piedmont North Carolina) on the

on-site reservoir. Hydrilla' spreads rapidly once introduced

and is likely to clog intake valves, thus reducing the amount

of water able to cool the reactors. If the Applicant attempts

to control hydrilla's spread by banning boating and other

recreational uses on the Reservoir then the prospective

benefits derived from the use of the Reservoir will b2 reduced.

If the Applicant attempts to control the spread of hydrilla by

herbicides in the water or by more drastic means such as

draining the Reservoir and bull-dozing out the roots, the

impact on aquatic life and water quality will be adverse.

-6-
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CHANGE 9

Applicants' Environmental Report is inadcquate because it

does not provide a full description and detailed analysis of

the environmental effects of the transportation of spent fuel

to Shearon Harris from other CP&L plants, the values for such

analysis of the impact under normal conditions of the tran-

sport, and the environmental risk of accidents as required by

10 C.F.R. 51.2O(g)(1)(a)(ii). The values set forth in summary

table S-4 do not apply here because those values apply to the

shipment of a reference quantity of spent fuel from a reactor

to a reprocessing plant and not those likely to occur with an

Away From Reactor storage facility.

CHANGE 44

A direct water level indicator for the reactor is

essential to assure the public health and safety. Although it

may be true that there are no absolutely certain indicators, a

direct, environmentally-qualified level indicator is necessary

to prevent the sort of confusion about reactor water level that

contributed so significantly to the accident at Three Mile

Island. (FSAR TMI-18).

CHAIIGE 79(c)
.

The external costs estimated by the applicant are incor-

rect in that:

!

'

-7-
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(c) the cost to the United States and state govern-

ments for additional regulatory and monitoring

personnel, waste storage, waste disposal, tax

benefits accruing to the utility which wculd

otherwise go to the federal and state govern-

ments, and other costs are not taken into

account.

j WILSON Ia-d

I. Material and/or Financial Damage to My Commercial Orchard

The first category of damages are those which might

physically harm the plants and insects of the orchard ecosys-
P

tem. The Applicant took great care to analyze the biological

effects of cooling tower blowdown on the on-site reservoir but

has neglected many non-radiological effects of the cooling
_

tower vapor effluent on the surrounding area and has even

failed to consider some radiological effects as well.

In section 3.4.2.4'the initial ER states the chlorine will

be in the' system 4 hrs / days; the same section of the amended ER

states that chlorine will "normally" be used for two 30 min.

cycles / day. This discrepancy of 100% (even allowing for the
,

operation of just two units) is not explained. No definition

of " normal" or example of " abnormal" operation is offered. No

calculation of the total amount of chlorine dispersed into the
i :

atmosphere, how it would be distributed, and what impact the
'

distribution would have is made. Therefore, (a) the extent and .
;

-8-
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impact of chlorine dispersal is not adequately defined.

Furthermore,the reference to toxic chlororganic compounds in
cooling towers is not quantified or elaborated in an'1 way in

section 5.3-4. The critical reference for this subject is not

in any copies of the ER I have seen and was not provided for me

when I asked Mr. Zimmerman of CP&L about it on April 6, 1982 at

the Environmental Review. (b) The chlororganic compounds

dispersed in cooling tower evaporation may be toxic to the

surrounding biosphere. Similarly, (c) The sulphuric acid and
"

hydrogen peroxide added to correct pH may be toxic to the

sur' rounding biosphere. Section 5.3-4 mentions but does not

specify "other chemicals" that may be added to water in the.

plant for various purposes. (d) These "other chemicals" could
include biocides added to cooling tower water which could be

toxic to the biosphere.

WILSON I(e)-(f3)
'

Potentially much more important, however, is that large

amounts of water will frequently be pumped from the Cape Fear

River into the Main Reservoir and subsequently (e) large

volumes of this water, heavily contaminated by upstream

manufacturing and textile effluents, will be dispersed and
,

could be toxic to the biosphere. The recent amendment to the

ER and statements made by the Applicant at the Environmental
|

Review on April 6, 1982 purport to show that inflow from

Buckhorn Creek will.be able to maintain a steady water level in

' _g_
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the Main Reservoir. This analysis is flawed in several ways: |
|

(fl) The assumptions and models used are not provided. (f2) 1

There is no sensible or useful measure of consumptive water

use. (f3) The " synthesized" estimates of Buckhorn Creek flow

(FSAR Section 2.4.1.2.1.1) are inadequate and rest on numefous

false assumptions, (e.g. that rainfall in the Buckhorn Creek
,

watershed is equivalent to that in the Middle Creek watershed).
, % ,7

f'L
,

W:LSON I(g)

With regard to radiologic hazards, (g) Section 5.2.3 does
.

not address issues of bioaccumulation in terrestial ecosystems.

Other than the exposure pathway through grass and milk this

issue has oeen neglected in the radiobiology literature, in

part because it is extremely difficult.to study. In some

sense, then, it is a generic issue, but it cannot be ignored in

this proceeding and the Applicant must

"[ explain] why... operation can proceed even

though an overall solution has not been-

found." (Commonwealth Edison Company (Byron

Nuclear Power Station Units 1 and 2)
LBP-80-30, 12 NRC 683 (1980)].

My direct and personal interest in this contention is the
,

pathway that involves plants, flowers, Lees, and honey.

-10-
|
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WILSON III

III. Assertion that the Applicant Does Not Have the Willingness
or the Ability to Safely Manage a Nuclear Power Plant

The public living near a complicated and potentially

dangerous facility such as a nuclear power plant must entrust

the operator of the facility with their safety. Although this

trust is not qualitatively unique to nuclear power facilities,

the magnitude of the potential consequences and the fact that
I

damage may be " silent" make a quantitative difference in the

degree to which the public's health and safety are in the hands

of the Applicant. A regulatory body should then require of

each applicant an uncommonly impressive dedication to operating

with safety as their highest priority.

Unfortunately the Applicant has consistently and

repeatedly demonstrated just the opposite inclination. At the

; time the construction permit was issued, because of defi-

) ciencies in the Applicant's management of their other nuclear
i
'

plants, the Licensing Board took the unusual step of requiring.
at the operating license stage . full evidentiary hearing for

the purpose of exploring further the Applicant's capability to

'

manage plant operation ((LBP-79-19, 10 NRC 37, 98 (1979)]. For

procedural reasons this requirement was overruled, but the same
,

serious concerns were echoed and an alternative method of I

investigation of management ability, namely a review by NRC
.

Staff, was established [ALAB-581, 11 NRC 233 (1980)]. The

Applicant has filed a list of. organizational and procedural

-11-
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changes and a list of qualifications of some personnel as part

of the Staff's requirements. I am not aware of any formal

response of the staff,1/ but the Applicants document is
j

unconvincing even when examined by itself. If however, the,

actual operating records of the Applicant's plants for the

period from 1979 to the present are reviewed, it is apparent

that the Applicant has failed to cope with the management

responsibility of running a nuclear power plant.

For example:

1. June 11, 1980; Brunswick; $24,000 civil penalty

imposed for " failure to perform safety a'nalysis

on boiler" and " failure to notify the NRC in a

timely manner."
,

2. August 27, 1980; Brunswick; $86,000 civil

penalty imposed for 16 instances of " improper

disposal of radioactive materials" (materials
.

taken to local landfills and sold to salvage

companies)..

3. May 1981; Robinson; $40,000 civil penalty

; imposed for inadequate internal radioaction

control procedures.

| 4. December 1, 1981; Robinson; $50,000 civil
1

penalty imposed (later reduced to $5,000) for ;

:

1/ However a 4/29/82 letter from Walter Hass of the Quality
Assurance Branch to Robert Tedesco of the Licensing Branch
conveys the impression that the major questions addressed by
the ASLB in 1979 have not been corrected.

-12- )
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the same problem that occurred in May 1981 and

for failure to make the called for repairs,

changes in procedures, and replacement of
.

unqualified personnel.

5. October 25, 1981; Brunswick; proposed civil

penalty of $40,000 for an " unqualified radiation

control technician."

Between 1978 and the present, the NRC has issued only 91 civil

penalties (including those assessed against all handlers of

radioactive materials in the country), and only 10 greater than

or equal to $40,000. To gauge the seriousness with which the

Inspection and Enforcement Branch of the NRC regards the Appli-

cant's violations, and one need only note the nature of the

offenses for which other utilities have been assessed similar
,

fines. (NRC Annual Reports 1978-80; ENS file 1981 through
,

April 1982).

One of the more egregious examples of the Applicant's lack

of commitment to safety seems to have escaped serious regula--

tory scrutiny. Since the January 19, 1976 explosion in the

stack filter house of the Brunswick plant, the off-gas system

has not been fully operational. This has resulted in higher

levels of routine'radicactive releases during normal operation,

and more important, it severly compromises the ability of the

plant to effectively deal with gases (both radioactive and

hydrogen) in accident conditions. The potential consequences

of the inability to deal with hydrogen gas have been well known

-13-
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for several years and have prompted a proposal regulation for

augmentation of existing systems (50-PR,46FR62281). The Appli-

cant's continued operation of a facility with deficiencies in

the basic off-gas system is irresponsible.

Thus, in light of the foregoing history of noncompliance,

I believe that (a) The Applicant does not have the ability or
,

the willingness to protect the public's health and safety by

maintaining an adequate quality assurance and quality control

program. (b) Applicant's quality assurance program seems to be

affected by financial considerations and is therefore not
,

completely independent from other departments within the

company.

Eddleman 9

FSAR 3. llc does not establish compliance with NUREG-0558

or NRC's rules on Environmental Qualification of Electrical
'

Equipment for the Harris Plant.

.

Eddleman 11 -

Applicantc' FSAR and the SER and ES are deficient and in ;

error because they do not take account of the fact that

polyethylene used as cable insulation, deteriorates much more

rapidly under long-term doses of gamma radiation than it does

when exposed to the same total dose over a much shorter period

of time (which is how this material, PE, is tested for service
P

in nuclear plants), as shown by the work of K. Gillen and

;

b

-14- |
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.P. Clough of Sandia Laboratories. The tests these workers

conducted show that the insulation becomes embrittled by the

radiation's breaking chemical bonds in these polymers (which

are long groups of linked chemical units called "mers"),
.

allowing oxidation of the plastic PE which makes it brittle.

Eddleman 15

Applicants' ER makes no mention of the economic costs of

nuclear waste disposal as a cost in its cost-benefit analysis,

though it does include such costs as a " benefit" in its

calculation of per-kilowatt-hour charges to customers. (Table

8.2.1-2, page 8.2.1-4,'line under " Fuel Cycle Costs" for " spent

fuel storage / disposal"). Nuclear waste disposal costs should

be included as costs, at more realistic figures than 1.2

mills /kwh.

Applicants' ER assumes a 70% DER capacity factor for the

full lifetime of the units, ignoring the fact that no large

Westinghouse PWR had (as of 12/31/80) ever achieved such a

lifetime capacity factor to date (large PWRs being 700 MW and

over, CP&L's turnkey unit Robinson 2 having the highest

lifetime DER CF at 66.5% as of that date).

Eddleman 22A and B

The cost benefit analysis in the ER is deficient in the

following respects:

(A) CP&L's Amendment 2 fuel cost estimates in Table

8.2.1-2 as amended are erroneously low, as are the fuel cost

-15-
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lifetime estimates in section 8.2 as amended and section 11 as

amended (all'in the ER). ;

(B) CP&L's estimates in the amended section 8 of the"

ER that the operating payroll at the Harris plant based on only

2 units will not be decreased by any significant amount,

compared to the operation of all 4 units at the site, is not

i accurate.

4

Eddleman 29 and 30

Applicants have underestimated radioiodine releases during,

:

'

normal operations and have not demonstrated that normal

radiciodine releases will not exceed Appendix I limitations.

j. Eddleman 37B (CANP 5)
1

The work of I.D.J.,Bross (Ph.D.), Rosalie Bertell (Ph.D.)2

i
'

and others shows that radiation exposure increases the risk not

only of cancer but a host of other diseases, allergies, and
;

I causes of death including heart disease, heart attack, and
:

. others. The estimates of the numbers of such victims made by

the preceding workers et al are more accurate than the

estimates (if any) used by Applicants or NRC Staff or BEIR

; committee reports.

*
i

-16-
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Eddleman 41

Applicants' QA/QC_ program fails to assure'that

safety-related equipment is properly inspected (e.g. the "OK".

tagging of defective pipe hanger welds at SHNPP).
,

| Eddleman 45

SHNPP design cannot comply with the results of the Plant'

Water Hammer Experience Report, PWR S.G. (steam generator),

feedwater, ECCS & Main Steam System water hammer events
i-

evaluation (including systems effect) and potential resolutions
,

now being prepared by NRC, and the CR and NUREG reports on the

| water hammer question.

.i

Eddleman 64(f),

a There is undue risk to the health and safety of the public

1 since pressure valves on the casks used for spent fuel tran-

sport are likely to unseat (e.g. the 4 removed from service by

GE in 1981) or the plastic components of such valves could and

would melt in a fire less severe than the test basis for spent

! fuel casks. Open the valve and out comes the coolant --
1

radioactive containment -- followed by fuel overheating &
i

melting, Cs-137 boiling.

1
.

I

O

|

|

|
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Eddleman 64(g)

The spent fuel transport casks to be used by Applicants

for such shipments have never been tested physically, including

tests while pressurized, tests involving a heat source

equivalent to the spent fuel inside them. Use of such untested

casks undulv risks public health and safety from radiation

releases anu accident consequences up to those given in (d)

above.

EDDLEMAN 65

Because Daniel International, CP&l's prime contractor on

the Harris project, has a history of building defective base

mats and containments (e.g. Callaway, Wolf Creek, Farley) a

complete ultrasonic re-examination of the containment and base

mat, able to detect voids over 1 inch in size (any dimension

over 1") therein, or another type of examination with similar

capabilities to detect voids, is necessary before Harris 1 is

allowed to' operate. Otherwise the -voids could become (through

cracking from thermal stress, concrete aging, or external

impact) paths for radioactivity to leak from containment at

unforeseeable times, including during rad releases inside
.

containment, e.g. from reactor and primary system relief valves

after a reactor trip or feedwater trip.

|

-18-
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EDDLEMAN 67 !

There is no assured disposal site to isolate the low-level

radioactive wastes produced by. normal operation at Harris from
,

the environment and the public until said waste, which includes

highly toxic (radiotoxic) and long-lived nuclear wastes such as '

||

Sr-90, Cs-137 and Pu-239, has decayed-to virtually zero levels

of radioactivity and radiotoxicity. The lack of such an

assured disposal site, endangers the health and safety of the

public under AEA and this condition having changed since the CP,

stage (and CP FES) due to the refusal of SC, NV and WA states

to continue to accept unlimited amounts of low-level radioac-,

tive wastes; and by the enactment by Congress of laws allowing

states to form compacts for low-level rad-waste disposal and to

exclude wastes such as SHNPP low-level radioactive' wastes from7

states not members of such compacts. Sea disposal is not
,

assured because EPA's proposed rule to allow disposal of

low-level radioactive wastes in the oceans has not been

enacted, and if enacted may be overturned by legal action or -

act of Congress.

EDDLEMAN 75
-

.

1

The possibility that one or more species of clam, oyster
,

or other marine growth (e.g. barnacle) will prove resistant to

biocides added to cooling tower water and thus able to grow and

live in the SHNPP condensers (being brought there, e.g., on a

pair of pants worn wading at the beach by a person who also
;

i

-19-
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works around the cooling towers, or by a saboteur, or from the

Harris lake in makeup water, having been introduced to any

stream feeding that lake by means similar to the preceding) and

thus grow and create debris to foul, block the condensers and

prevent plant access to its ultimate heat sink, with serious

safety consequences as above.

EDDLEMAN 80

The mixing models and dispersion models for radioactive

gas, liquid and other radiological releases from SHNPP under 10

CFR part 20 are deficient in that they assume more complete

mixing and dispersion of such radionuclides released than will

actually take place, take insufficient account of rainout of

such a release plume in a small area (rain precipitating the

radionuclides in the plume) and thus do not assure that

releases comply with 10 CFR 20.106 and the protection of the

public health & safety, including holding individual doses
'

below 25 rem whole' body & thyroid doses below 300 rem in an ,

accident, & below 10L3 of these valves in normal operation.

EDDLEMAN 83, 84

A. CP&L's ER (and the DEIS and FES of NRC) take no

account of the formation of carcinogenic chemicals resulting

from CP&L's discharges into the Harris cooling lake, which

include chlorine, ammonia, hydrazine, etc. (See ER 5.3).

These discharges can and will interact to form carcinogenic

-20-
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' compounds including NCl3, NHCl2 and NH2Cl among others. These,

compounds will pose a risk to anyone swimming in the lake, and

anyone eating fish from the lake (due to concentration of-

carcinogens in the lake food chain). Any discharges of water

from the lake into the Cape Fear River will put these carcino-

gens into water supplies of all downriver communities that draw

water from the river (e.g. Lillington, etc.) and into the river

food chains and fish stocks in the river and off the NC coast
'

where the Cape Fear empties into the sea.

B. Surveys by the Haw River Assembly and others have

demonstrated that substantial amounts of organic chemicals

including dyes and phenol-based chemicals that become more

carcinogenic after reactions with chlorine (and with chlorine,

ammonia and hydrazine) are discharged into waters feeding the
'

Cape Fear. The data compiled by UNC-CH (see, e.g. letter of

May 11, 1982, Prof. Charles M. Weiss to Christina Meshaw of

Corps of Engineers, Wilmington NC) do not adequately test for

levels of most of these chemicals, nor does the State of NC~

(see printout of Haw River monitoring stations, 5-26-82, data)

; test for most of them. Thus, neither CP&L nor anyone else has

established the actual levels of numerous organic carcinogens

in Cape Fear water, nor considered the interaction of these

carcinogen.s and other chemicals with the SHNPP discharges (e.g.

chlorine, hydrazine, ammonia and other chemicals listed in E.R. '

section 5.3~) in forming carcinogens in drinking water, and in

putting carcinogens into food chains which culminate in edible

-21-
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fish, mussels, seafood, (e.g. oysters, clams, shrimp) etc.

taken by individuals or commercial fishing from the Cape Fear

or the ocean where the Cape Fear empties (i.e. fisheries off

Cape Fear, around the mouth of the river, and other places Cape

Fear water disperses to). The health effects of these carcino-

gens, including those formed by interaction with SHNPP dis-

charge and those made more hazardous by interaction with same,

transferred to humans who swim, wash, drink Cape Fear water, or

who eat food and seafood wherein such carcinogens are concen-

trated biologically, has not been considered in the ER (and EIS4

and DEIS). Such consideration is necessary to protect thea

health and safety of the public.

C. State of NC water monitoring has established heavy

metals in the Haw which feeds the Cape Fear River. (5/26/82

printout includes arsenic,, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, lead,

manganese, nickel, zinc; also Al, Cu, Fe). Interaction of

SENPP chlorine, hydrazine and other discharges with these

metals could chemically mobilize them (as chlorides,

. hydrazides, etc.) so they will be more readily absorbed by'

living creatures in the food chain, and by humans drinking the

water or eating the fish, seafood, etc. in said food chains in

the Cape Fear and sea fisheries near its discharge (within 150

miles or wherever Cape Fear water is discernibly present, i.e.

incompletely mixed). The health effects of such mcbilized

toxic metals in drinking water, washing water, bathing water

and food on humans have not been properly analyzed or taken

-22-
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into account, by CP&L or NRC Staff. All of these also include

the balancing of these effects in NEPA cost-benefit, but that

should be a separate contention.

EDDLEMAN 132

The Harris control room fails to meet regulatory require-

ments in NUREG 0660, NUREG 0694, and NUREG 0737 in that the

control room lacks sufficient instrumentation for detecting
.

inadequate core cooling in case of abnormal events, Applicants

have not demonstrated their ability to comply with current NRC
'

requirements for overall control room design standards. The

Harris control room design and instrumentation have not been

subjected to a comparative evaluation of the interaction of

; human factors and efficiency of operation, and the FSAR fails

, to document how the plant can or will be modified to meet the
'

4

new criteria imposed after TMI.

4
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J0EiT CONTS EION VI
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VI. The radiation detection and monitoring system of SHNPP

is unable to assure that in-plant and off-site emergency response

personnel receive timely and accurate information necessary to

protect employees and the health and safety of the public under
the ALARA standard. The monitoring system is not able to promptly
detect the specific radionuclides and their amounts being released
inside and outside the plant. Components of the system are also

unable to survive and function during accident conditions (including
a class IX accident) as they rely on non-safety wiring to ' inter-~

connect the components and transmit information; nonsafety computer
hardware to process the data; and computer soft-ware which has not

been demonstrated to be error-free or self-correcting under accident
conditions.

,
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CCNC 4.

4 The Applicants's request for authorization to store source, special

nuclear and by'-product material irradiated in nuclear reactors licensed

under DPR-23, DPK-66, and DPR-71, should be denied as there has been no
,

analysis in the ER of the environmental, safetv, and health effects of

transportation of radioactive vastes and other material from the other

reactors to SEN?? and no analysis of s,afety risks from long-term storage.

The Applicants's reliance on 10 CFR 51.20(g), including the table of

Eavironmental I= pact of Transportation of Tuel and Waste To and From One

Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor (taken from WASE-1238),. is

inappropriate as the 10 CIR 51.20(g) exe=ption only a,aplies to the

transportation of radioactive nacerial to and from one reactor only, not

fro = several reactors as in this instance. There needs to be a full

description and detailed analysis in the ER under 10 CFR 51.20(g)(1)(a)(il),

to include the contribution of such effects to the environmental costs of

licensing the reactor, and the environmental i= pact under nor=al conditions

and the risk from accidents. Further there has been no analysis of safe

storage of ir zdiated fuel assemblies and other radioactive materials at

SEN?? and assurances for safe storage at the expiration of the proposed

licensing period.
;

1
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12. Section 2.4 of the ER is inadequate as there is no consideration of
the effects of the Jordan Lake Dam breaking on the SHNPP site. .The Jordan

Lake has a storage capacity of 778,000 acre-feet of water and if it breaks

the resulting flood would be greater than the probable maximum flood (PMF)

that the Applicants use to determine the effects of high water on the siteT

.

Tne existing Buckthorn Dam vill be carried away and the SL'PP reservoir dam

and Cape Fear. intake f acility are likely to be adversely affected.
-

As a result
there may not be adequate water to cool the SENPP reactors and an accident
cight occur. ,

.
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9. Applicants' Environmental Report is inadequate because it
g A

does not provide a full descriptien and detailed analysis of
s

'

the environmental effects of the transportation of spent fuel
jio Shearon Harris from other CF&L plants, the values for
such analysis of the impact under normal conditions of the '
transport, and the environmental risk' of accidents as required
by 10 C.F.H. 31.20(g)(1)(a)(ii). The values set forth in sucm-

f
ary table S 4 do not apply here becsuse those values apply to
the shipment of a reference quaritity of spent fuel fracta
reactor to a reprocessing plant and not those likely to occur

.

with an Away From Reactor storage facilir,y.
,
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.1 FSAR 3 11C and the SER do not establish compliance with

NUREG -0558 or NRC's rules on Environmental qualifiestion. of

Ele etrical Equiement for the Harris Plant, nor was the y - ' ort

referenced in 311C available at the L?DR nrior to lh May 1982.

Therefore I contend that the qualification of electrical

equiement (including controls , wirinE, motors , valve enerators

instrumentation, etc. required to perform such vital safety

fuhetions as initiating the ECCS an d RER srstens, runnin5

the reactor coolant numps, oeerating relief hvalves, establishin5

in-core pressures, tenneratures and radiati on levels, knowing

the cositions of valves in the mai.n steam, primary, ECCS,

borated water, nressurizer relief, reactor relief, and other

systens, to cause the control rod drives to enerate (recuired

for SC"AM and safet dautdown), knowing whether valves fron

containnent to atmosnhere or to auxiliary buildinE(s) are |

open er are closed, isolating conta.* nr.ent in the event of

a radioactive release inside containnent, sunnlying feedwater
. to steam generators, and operating controls and instruments

in the control room that denend on the information cenveyed,by,

or the eneration of, any of th e above, which is necessary
to urotect the health and safety of the nublic, is not sufficientiv
established for Harris bv the ??AR and E5 a nd SE" in d ES ,

is deficient, in error and lacks up-to-date information,
both in the FSAR, where secticn 3 11C omits discussion and

makes broad, blanket assertions unverified and unvewifiable

.
on the basis of now-av&ilable information, and narticularly
in those renorts referenced above, and others , which do not

now exist, and for which sone of the up-to-date info" nation

as of their date of oublication (e.g. ouerating exnerience
of electrical equionent at "Wo.s in Deco @ ora 5LeSM dhonnow

- - - _ e
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( # f f Applicants' FSAR and the SER and ES are deficient and -

in error because they do not take account of the fact that

polyvinyl chloride (used for cable jackets in nuclear nlants,

including inside the containnent in high gamma radiation flux
,

areas such as those nea- the reactor, hot and cold leg niping

of the primary system, reactor primary coolant pumns, etc. )
S

and colyethylene, used as cable insulation, detev! ovate nuch
. . -

,

more ranidly under lone-tern doses of ganna radiation than

they do when exposed to the same total dose over a nuch shorter

meriod of time'(Which is how these me.terials, PVC and PE, are
'

tested for service in nuclear plants), as sfiown by the wo*k

.

of K. Gillen and R.Clough of Sandia Laboratories. The tests

these workers conducted show that'the . cable jackets and insulation,

i

\

become enbrittled by the radiation's breakin5 chenical bonds

in these polymers (which are long grouns of linked chenical units

called "mers"), allowing oxidation of the clastics PVC and PE,

.

which makes then brittle.
.

This accelerated embrittlement in the nresence of ga r.a

radiation and ox76en raises many significant cecident and loss-

of-control uossibilities, due to anything that suddenly shocks

cables and could thus cause embrittled insulation to fall off

(e.g. earthquakes, water ha=ners as MSIVs close af ter a SC"AM,

steam hamners, a worker brushing against then or strikirs then

e.g. with a mop handle). Or the insulation could fall off under

the 4.nfluence of vibration, e.g. from the reactor coolant nunns,

or when extrenely embrittled, could fall off of its own weight.

Where cabales car--eing control signals, power to notors for the
ICCS, "ER and nrimary coolant, power to centrol nilot-onerated.

. _ . . m_
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loss of cable jacketing or insulation would lead to short circuits
!

and thus: erroneous information transmitted, failure to transm!t;

'

control si nals or information and infnzmmtin instrument *eadinFsE

through shorted-out wires, failuwe to transnit newer to vital

safety equinment, e.g. to the RHe numns, FCCS nunns, or reactor

coolant pun =s or any or all of then af ter a ' SC*AM, water hanner,

earthzouake, reactor trip, turbine trin, loss of feedwater, or
any other eved1 that causes vibration (e.g. nornal oneration of

RC nunnus, beginning ooeration of ECCS pumos or "Ha numps, EPCI

or LPCI) or suddent shock. Such failures of controls, inst *u :ents

and numes would clearly comncund nany accident secuences,

escalating trivial incidents to the Class IX level in mane cases.

For examole, if an ordinary turbine trip led to a reactor trio

and the water ha=mer as the MSIV closed caused cable jkeketinE

to fall off cables sunnlying newer to one or more reacto* coclant
and the cables shorted out (vew likaly if have )

numos or contro111nE their operation, the numos would go off,

the reactor temeerature would wise, and tne ECCS would automatically

turn on and a relief valve ouen to stou nressu e rise on the
crima"7 system. The h vibration of the ECCS nunes sta* ting
could cause are cable insulittion to fall off, nsrticulawly
on wires near then like their controls and power sunn1. If7

either control or power sump 17 to the FCCS nunns failed, the

undercooled reactor would not .be getting much additional
coolant. Moreover, shorted wires could erroneously signal
the operators that ECCS punns and reactor coolant tunns were.

onerable and working, when they were not. High radiation levels

inside containment would urevent anvene fron going in to lo.ok,
- as crimary coolant escaped through the open relief valve to

reduce te$cerature and nressure in the primary sys ten. As a

result the reactor could seriously _ woramL ema no-
_
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voide in the coro (further raducing effective cooling) and iE ve-

( the operators reading it another case of "2 failu=* modes the

likes of which have never been analyzzed" as at Three Mile Island

unit 2. In this case , trovided the core eressure-te=,eratu*e

monitorin5 instrument lives had not also slierted out, th e si gnals

fron them would indicate rising tenterature and falling nres=ure;

meanwhile the erroneous signals fron shorted wires would be
'

indicating the ICCS pumps were on as we*e all the reactor coolant
,

..
'

punps. It is unlikely diat the enerators could diagnose the
<

soon enouEh to prevent serious damaEe to the cc e.*

situction accurately. Under * cost-TMI instructions, they night
d

consider it enouEh to leave the ECCS "on" ac it was indicated to
be. In such a case, the overheadihg core wbuld soon Eet hnt

er.ough to release substantial radioactivity to crimary coolant'

.

(and thus to containment via the 'onen vent valve, standard trac-,

(
-

tice now being to leave the ECCS on and blow the excess from$

a " solid" system out the relief valve) and to react the =ircalcy

fuel tubes with renaining wate" and stean (about 1990 F I think--
,

can amend tr.is to cor"ect it) to forn hydro 5en. Add hydrogen-

to the sho-ted wiring and you get an ernlosion which wc :1d cau5e

containment penetrations sealed with enoxy to fcil suddenly

by reverting to the 2 chenicals which combine to make the ex oxy.

Esat, moisture, pressure and radiation can all cause egnoK7 to

fail in this wa:y, and all would be present inside containnent

under the conditions desevibed, esnecially during and af ter the

pressure snike of a hydrogen ignition /enolosion. 5.ad$cactive

stean, haloEens, noble gases and odier radionuclide including

cesiun, which wculd be boiling out of the core at tenceratures

above 2000 F as the core continued to fail te be cocled, would

then escape through the f ailad containme nt pgagtratiaada ) ta
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the auxiliary building and/or directly to the atmosnhere,
1

nerhaus penetrating to the centrol roon also through cable |

trays and mathways, thus compounding difficulties for dr.e

operators still nore. The potantial danage to nublic health

and safety, and the release of radioactive ' aterial to them

atmoschere, easily ecuals or exceeds that at Th ee Mile Is1cnd

under this scenario.
.

'

It is innortant to realize that where cable s are thickly
..

Erouned or bunched, o* inside cenduits not ruhject to visual. '

insuection, embrittlenent, c acking and degradation cf centrol,

instrunent reading and noue" cables c'ould net be readily

detected, even if it had vroEressed very far. Any shock,

even nornal operation of an air pressure line, nuch less an

earthquake, n-arby plane crash, valve operating, on a ucrker
,

'
bunning or pulling a cable en nu" nose or accidentally, could

lead to a massiv short circuit affecting nune-ous systens

and instruments all at once. In the event that the initiating

event wks also pcrt of an accident sequence, the shorted cables

would likely conpound the s eriousness of the event, and further

| shocks, caused, e.g. by equienent turninr, on to nitigate the

danage already done and nroblems already cy sed, could cause
'

more insulatien to fall off cables on which it had becore |'

'

enbrittled, further connounding the accident. Annlicants'
.

FSAR and the SI? take no account of this nossibility, do not

analyze it 'sufficiently, do not nrovide enough niti ation5

for it, do not decree insmection standards for cables that
i
|

| can prevent or detect such enbrittlencnt before it risks short
I

circuits and their attendant risks as described and enamnled
,
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and otherwise fail to adecuately nrotect the health ard safety
.

( of the public.

This issue is paWicularly aculicable to the Har-is nlant

because of its very old design datping from. the early 1970s

in which many cable paths .are not adecuately sencrated (raising

the odds thr.t degradation and enbrittlement of jackets and'

insulation inside a larSer bundla of cables won't be detected
until it causes an accident or seriodsly comaunds one)...

,

It is alsp particularly anplicable in that Annlicant C"PL

has a histor7 of del'ayin5 and failin5 to comly with cable
'

separation and installation 1,tandards , e.g. at Brunswick,

of delaying and being inadeo,uate in fire protect 4.en, and

S ving production priority over shutting niantsiin general of

down to cure major safety defects, e.g. at Brunswick 1977-78 and'

~.
1978-80, and centinuins as C?at petitions IPC nany times to

delay inclementation of safety uc5rades and eouinnent renairs
'

and nodifications at Brunswick; e.g. also at H.3. Robinson niant,
'

see NRC inspector's antonymous connents referenced in Staff ,

Exhibit , NRC renand hearing on C?&L safet mana5ement

capability, RLleigh NC 1979. hA!YCvhg4 3 M [ Ord
scc 0- 1%!qfekad cafabc|t (4GS

IN Corp'd - !ivk 3) O ve t/JcbrPWded

&n dBtJce.y
Y2kdV&Jce# 'f ^) |2 RS hy&,,.
h \s tsgue 75 g,

h h hGms & 400

Cf+L.'s lack f am desce
lG'5 S @idu +1m'r Bivewiik
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[ Amplicants8 cost-benefit analysis in sections 8 and 11
1,,

.

of the Environmental Renort (ER) is deficient and inaccurate,
i

as detailed later. The use of outdated, incomplete and inaccu* ate

infor=ation in this document filed with NRC leads to a question of

why CF&L failed to use more up-to-date information available to.it,

e.E. the plant cost estimates filed with NC Utilitie s Commission

..rsuant to Docket E-100 sub 38 of that Commissien (Quarterly CWI?pu s

#

Pr'o5ress report of 12-31-80, filed Feb.1981) similar estimates |
)

filed with FERC on Form 1 for 1980' at paEe 406, the fact that CWI?
.

charges are in the NC rate base for the Harris units per NCUC Docket
'

E-2 sub 391 decision in December,1980 and are t'hus, costs now being
--

paid by NC rateuayers, and other material facts noted below.
'

g"his contention''s data and information will be incornorated by ,

' .'ref erence into contention 3 concerning whether C?atis f ailure

:t'o- use accu-ate , connlete and up-doedate information to cone 17

.with federal law- (NI?A) .is a matter of inconcetance, dishonesty, or ,

both, and how such failures reflect on C?hL's ability to concetently

manage nuclear construction (and its record-keepinE and material

centrol and QA/QC), or an operating nuclear plant, and how truthful

and forthcoming CP&L has been to N'C and to others about nuclear ,
,

desi n, construction, QA/QC and operatinE faults,man 25ement, plant, E

deficiencies, violations and failures.

Partial detail of ina curacies and deficiencies in C?&L's
$\W N '

cost-benefit analWis Those known months prior to 12/18/81 docketing
A

are asterisked -- by known, I mean CP&L had the information and hed

Tricia117 filed it with some other :*65ulatory body, or got it fron'

of s>2ch a body, or other nublicly-_5Mblie 298er grorders g- d ecisions etc .- _ ._ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _s ---
_ _
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COSTS

Should include CWIP on; Harwis nortion of 8213,79P,000 allowed in

o NC retail rate base at a fixed charge rate of annrox.17.h% in NCUC

Docket No. E-2 sub 391, Dec.1980 decision of NCUC *

KMHa*risportionamountingto O OOOof$392,199,000

of NC retail CWIP allowed in CP&L rate base in NCUC Docket F-2 sub h16,

h [NDecision notice Dec. 1981 $ F 7

Future CWIP filings with NCUC, e.g. Harris nortion of $500,000,000

(aoprox) applied for in NC retail bas 6x in NCUC Docket E-2 sub hhh

in January 1982.
.

*Should include Harris unit #1 at actual cost estimate of $1,999,879,000

as stated in CP&L's NCUC E-100 sub 38 filing with NCUC Feb.1981 *
Icud adjust to 1984 dollars aceropriately from Scot '85 intervice date. 1
-

(At 8% per year, CP&L8s cost escalation assumntion, ER sec 8.P.1,

Table 8.2.1-1 cn usge 8.2.1-2, items 1 and 5, this works out to

n 1.25 year backward novement in ti .e to average 1984 dolle s, or

dividing the 9/85 fiture of $1,999,879,000 by 1.1016 for a value in
,

1984 dollars of right at $1.8 billion. This is about $350 millien
more in 198h dollars than the estina te shown on eage 8.2.1-3

as the " Total Cost" of Unit 1, $1p35,523,000 which the Note

imnediately thereunder on ths.t page states is "The total noninal

dollars extended as of the in-servic e date were tresentwworthad to 198h".
O Should have used the 1Q8k present worth of the Shearon Hamis unit 2

costa as stated in the above-referenced CWIP progress recort to NCUC

cs of 12/31/80, adjusting that unith 3/89 PW of $1,271,184,000

by the amorocriate present worth factor (auprosimately 0.7 for h 3/k m
which brings the cost back to the 6/84 in-service date used for Undt 1

in these unimsd E' calculations), leading to a result of about g7.1. A1

$890,000,000 in 198E dollars rather than the $63h,502,000 given 4W
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* should have included interest during construction at a higher
.

h.nzterestratethan8%. CP&L has stated in numerous rate filings

with NCUC that it faces bond interest rates above 14% during 1980

and 1981. An 8% rate through 1984. including 14% in 1980 and 1981

would imply that construction interest would dron to about 2 to 3%
.

par year in two of the years 1987-84, or that inte est rates
'

in those years w',11 average about 4% to 5% per year, absu*d conclusions
.which CP&L could not support if thley hcd any financial.s ense ,at all.

'

.

.

cShould have included the construct',on or rental cost of the Harris

visitors center in the costs, since its , operation is included as

an intan51ble benefit. Certainly the cost of providing a benefit

should be in a cost-benefit analysis. Oniss' en of this iten . _.. . .

suggests inconsistency on Co&L's part in co caring costs and benefits."

;-
N.v,

4Should have updated the Ha""is cons truction cost estinates to reflect

costs of delay in Harris 2 to 1989 and cancelle. tion of Harris Unit s

- 3 and k, announced Dec.13 or' thereabouts,1981. C=&L obviously~

know it was going to bning this action to the attent..nn of its ,3ca- d,'

of Directors for action in Decenber 1981 and could have nrepared

now cost estinates and provided then as a pronpt anendnent to the E9

coat-benefit analysis -- unle ss we are to assume thFt the C"&L

3 card acted without considering the costs, which is nardly sound
-

I or prudent management.

Should have . included in the cost-bnenefit analysis cost estinates

for avoidinE the construction of the und tc 1,2,3 and h. by means of

load ma nage=cnt, energy efficiency, insulation, reflection and shading

.n lieu of air ccnditioning, etc. This is an obvious alternative
._.. ~ u ,, n4...a ,-a vmo (even with resnecdto casalatirac__ . . .

.
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choice to cancel units 3 and 4 of Harris in f avor of load management <

cnd conservation prograns. Failure to analyze an alternative actually

chosen by Anplicant CP&L (Annlicant NCDIPA is forced to concur by '

its contracts with CP&L) is obviously a failure to properly use
.

cost-benefit analysis under the National Environmental Policy Act.

Failure to include costs for that alternative likewise violates

EPA .

(It should be noted here that NRC has attempted to exclude

such alternatives by rule . N9C has, however, no authoritv to overrule

EPA . And the arbitrary and capricious nature of the aule change

is obvious from the above -- Auplicants are left free to consider

and choose consewvation and load managemant alternctives to nuclear

construction if they (CP&L, or other utilities) so desire, but NPC
attempts to bar its own Staff, Intervenors, Petitioners and the

ASL3s from considering whether such alternatives can be preferable

to construction. If such alternatives really do not analy, NCC

ahould also adoot a rule prohibiting amplicants from cancelling
or deferring construction of nuclaar plants without-NRC a m roval

where the reasons for the defdrral or cancellation include no
need for the tower, or better and/or cheaner alternatives. In

the event the Board chooses to exclude any part of my contentions

under such NRC new rule, I hereby ask the Board to certify the

question whether NRC can obviate N EPA and leave Auplicants free

to choose to take actions which cannot be considered as alternatives
in NRC proceedings, e.g. cancelling or deferring nuclear plant

construction in favor of alternatives like conservation and load
3

management, for appeal to the ASLA3 and the full Nuclear *egulatory
/Commission. The broad imu11 cations of such rule and exclusion for

other licensing cases are obvious, as is the likelihood that
Enuclear construction may still be cancelled desrite the rule, but
culy at Auplicants 8 option, urejudicing the rights of other parties.
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AAuplicants ' ER makes no mention of the costs of nuc1 ear waste disnesa1~

( 1s a cost in its cost-benefit analysis, though it does include such
costs as a " benefit" in its calculation of. per-kilowatt-hour charges
to customers. (Table 8.2.1-2, page 8.2.1-L , line under " Fuel Cycle

r

Costs" for " spent fuel storage / disco' sal"). Nuclear. waste disuosal
costs should be included as costs, at more realistic figures tha~n 1.?. mi}Enelicants ' ER cost-benefit analysis does not include land removed ,kt

,

from other use for use in permanent nuclear waste disnesal from the
~

Harris plant. -
..

.
---

,

Applicants should use a hi her number for nuclear waste di snosal costs,S
M W e p u Ir W f.) bz w Q97y $ e.rpun/Mhr ww 2. I e dis //asy)

for example, DBE's number is f??f8l'33A mills /KWE (see ref. in Konanorf,.j
<$ .

Power h paganda, p. lO fobtnote E ) and include the amourt as a cost
Apolicants cost-benefit analysis assigns no val *ue to the lives lo st

in uranium mining, nuclear fuel cycle otherwise, raden emissions froh
,

~

nuclear fuel cycle, nuclear plcnt operations and accidents, and nuclear
:7.

' transuert accidents and nuclear fuel disposal. Indeed, these lost
.

~

lives are not mentioned, nor are any numbers S ven.cs to how anyi

~ persons are exoected to be killed or injured by the effects of the

Harris p-lant, its fuel minin5 and processing, tailings disnosal
m.

from uraniun mills , radon, mill tailings acc5 J ents, etc. over the

11Tmillion years it will take the nuclear fuel to decay to the same

radiotoxicity as its parent ore, once it has been used in the Harr,is
*

roactors (ref. Prof. 3.L. Cohen, for 11 million year number -Je

. h NE,.q Y D &S fW ( AdL){ )

Since these health effects will continue for at least this lone --
as excess deaths due to the existence of the nuclear fuel cycle for

the Harris plant, which would not exist absent its operation , they
1

L( .iust be included as costs in the cost-benefit analysis, and as

intagngible factors (which should also includ e genetic damage)
_ _ _ . _. . _ . . .. .-- __ _ - ____ - _ _ _ - .. - _ - -
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Applicants should have used moro necurato data on the hcalth

,

offocts of radioactive emissions, short and long-term, e.g. those

provided by Johti W. Gorman (Radiation and Human Health,1981, see,
.

e.g. Chapter 8, pp 266-288 & Tables 19-22; Chapters 9,10,11; Chapter

12 on internal Emitters pp 417-428, re beta emitters 417-18, alpha- .

emitters h19, gamma enitters k20-423, tritium pp 425-428; Chapter

13 on Radon daughters, pp429-468 in its entirety; Chapters lh,15,16

or. olutonium hazards; Chaoter 17 up 521-55k, Table 53 on p.551; Chapter
-

'20 on induction of leukemia by ionizing radiation, Chanters 21-22
'

on congenital and genetic effects of ionizing radiat.4 on (pp 707-853).

I really can't su=marize out the most ir:nortant carts of this detailed

book much better than this -- the entire book is' relevant to cost- -

benefit analysis and radiation effects); Franske et al (Nuc trans1 Iion
.

(see fi s 1 to 5, tables 1 thru 6) .

520)Ashow ng that AEC/NEC tables underestimate uttake of radioactive. g

mir.terial in the exnvironnent by factors from 10 to 10,000 times due

to fraudulent research conducted by AEC for political purposes to

$:inimize the perceived dancers of nuclear weanons fallout; K.Z.

' Morgan and J. Rotblat, bulletin of the Atomic Scientists ,
-

..

.
); cost estimates for radiciodine releases in a nuclear

omergency by L.R. Solon and K.. Rosenberg, Bull At Sci October 19811

pp54-56 which are $10 billion 1979 dollars (s9,991,000,000) for ,

outpatient treatment and followup following an accident releasing

10 rem /uerson of I-131 and I-133 to the thyroids of 8nillion eersons.

This 1,s a cost of $125/ person-rem to the thyroid; the 1000000 person-'

i

rom per year of " technologically enhanced" radiation desse to the oublic,!

principally from uranium mining, found by the Interagency Task Force'

on Ionizing %diation for the year 1978 (ref. Low-Level Radiation,
Just How 3ad Is It? Science, p.168(?), 1979 by Jean L. Marx, where

- h a w-m m el m RA.non nenson-ren from thc4 50 GWe of nuclear
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, cApplicants improperly exclude the cost of the 230 kV power lines
she Harris-Fayetteville, Harris-Cary Sw.,

from Harris site, e.g. Harris-Akzzboro, Harris-Erwin South, from '

A
cost analysis for the plant

cApplicants impreperly exclude the cost of the following 500 kV

power lines fron Harris site, Harris-Harnett and Wake-Harris.

* Applicants underestimate the 198h dollar cost of the Harris to ' ,

other uo'.nts transmission lines, in that the right-of-way costs
. .. .

-in 1985 (H-100 sub 38 filing as of 12/31/81) exceed 81[;. nillion. ,

N'MdT'no lines themselves, of course, will cost somethinc:.

DSe- CD&f3 SbtDuld GlSc b2 \ A)cktdec ,
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atorn bomb survivors and not amimg the caneer come> from a pn;liminity stud /
diuduals may hase died of eause other Hanford woikers. Atom bomb blasts

-

the c: lino of death of men who'

th.m ea:Ner befoie theit malignanero be- pniduce a lot of radioactive ilint sluit worked at the l'ortsmouth Naval Ship,
of

came apparent. Other work has shown may he inhaled and ingoted. yard where nuclear submarino have
l'hus. y

'

. hat people who ase decloping caneer, Stewart thinks that the feukemias. w hkh heen repaired and refueled since 19.49.'
i

t
especially leukemia, whigh was the first devehiped early in the survivors. ~lhe study. which was carricd out I:) ?

ma)

eaneer to develop in osew amenig the have resadted riom such inteinal radia- Ihomas Naiarian a rhysician who was
atom.Nwub unrvmin, are nwue suscep- tism, whereas the solid tumors, whish then at the iloston Unnersity School of
tible to other cause of death. No evi- developed later. may have rouhed fnmi Medicine.1hetstore Coltim ofl>aamouth

llanfindilence suggesting an increawd death rate the external radiathm. The Medical School, and a group of reporters
other th:m saneer in the workers have not been expowd to radk> from she llosion Glohr. uaggested that!from eauses

atom Nimb survivors has turned up, ;wlise dust the was the atom.Nunb sus- there was an excew of cancer deaths
among shipyard workers who had centacthow n er. vivors were.

Stewart aho suggets a reason why Another indication that low. level r:ali-
leukemias were vi pmminent among ihe

The Sources ofionizing Radiation
tism to aceclerate its program to reduce unnecessary ex-

Natural wmreo account for much-about 30 percent- posurn to medical and dental radiation in order to mini-
of the radiation to which the general population of themize the risks as much as pinsible,
Umsed Stato is espowd. according to the EnsironmentalRadkiustive falkius from nuclear weapons tests is theit repre-

third largot umree of radiation expenure.. butl'rotectism Agene).1.attle or nothing can be done to mini-
natural hackground radiatkm, ents oni) abimi 3 pcreent of the total. Most of the falloutmye espinure to this

roughly one.thint of w hkh is in the form of cosmic rayspnwfused by llS. weapims occuircJ between 1945 anit
19h2 when the toimg was carried sms in the alminphere,voniing m imm outer sease. The semaimler originato in
Since the Atmospherie Test liais t reat) of 1%3 went intoi l ding urmium

womeo unch as durinits of minerah, nc u d
and pNnphate oro,ilus contam nainsaetive commments.cifest. the Ifmacd St.sto and the Sov et Union have toted hitle
Mne of the r.mikiaetisin m.as turn up in common buildingtheir weapims underground. Ihew temhave release
materiah. granite and brick, for enunple, or may make itsfalk.ut mio the ainsnphere, flut untie of the radioastis

materials en ::4 foul. includheg trientiurn 9u and plutoritte .Ilut the aser-
w as mto ous .ur. water, and food supplies. t

(nws: natiind nidiation isotopo. are ntremel> long hsed. Maieriab releawd trom
age essnure to an arnhvkhsata t.nal shr.e of about u.1 to 0.2the atmosphene toh are still prewns in the ensirunmentwuneo is s er) low . and in our f= idio. Moreover. some countnew no.ahly

Medwal and dental procedures constitute the nest laru-China and ladia. still oceavonally conduct weapims tests
rem per sear.

et radiation source: ihey constibute aN>ut 40 percent ofin the atmosphere. The doses of radiation received from
fa!!out vary with geographical hecation. Peopic hsing im-Most of this

the total espinare of the general popt.lathm.
mediately downwmd fruen the test sites usu.dl) get the larg-omic trom the use of diagmntw and therapeutie x rays.

with the remainder attributed to the use of radiopharmaceu-est Joses. but weather patterns can carry the radioactise
tieah. Radiopharmaceutieah concentrate in specilie organsmatenals for long distances and they are now spread us er
and gi%f ph) sisians miiirmatim abotti the clinical ennditionthe entire globe.

Although the average expo ures of the general U.S. pop-
Medwal and demal radiation is the largest block of radia.ulation from natural radiation *ource are sery small. hu-

of thow organs.

Ison subiest to human etmirol. Althoingh in use s genera yman activities can greatly :igrease the exposures of specif-i ll

conudered to provide benetin that outweigh the risks.ie groups of people. The actiiiries include the mining and
psocessing of ore % uranium unide. for example. Minerslleahh. liducation. and We' fare Secretary Joseph A. Cali-
and other workers carrying ims these activities .and peopletano has tegently directed the tvinj and Dnag Administra- f
living near the mines and processing plants are essned to'

twns IS:nnaies or che radsatum estmunes u( the U.S. general pun.g.r nahatnen doso than the ence.d p.pdation. 'I hng

us.umm ttiana ..o e.uhasam estsnaecs .a
umm.uwed t*y t ..tc hnologically enhanced natural radiation" accounts for

he inser. gng

ageno lask t usse im lemums Wadsatsoni about 2.5 percent ol the total human opinure m this suun.
~

l'. rum-icme

Another source of radiation exposure n the use of nucle-per year try.

Nmtvr "" "**'d"* 8
ar energy to pnsluce electricity. Most of thh opnure is .
etmeentrated in the workers produemg the nuclear luch:n.tm
and nmnmg the power plants Pes >ple living near such facd-

%nu al tu. Lgumna 17.tuiu
Ileahng ans I tual
Ieshew4osicatty enhansed hies are exposed tu loser d new

1 inally. ssniis sorisusuer psudisets ertin very low leNude.o wearsms i .tmat io I .#4ti

r:uliatim. Ihey include luminescent eluei or wastl'aihm u.svi.5
ab elopment. ts .a mg. anit ers=hacram .sv. containing radium, wwne kinds of smoke detector % su.w

f"# *"* *UU "> "d""
. ~l .. M .

Ni teat re.sp 6
Conumiei prod'Ah #i#* ' '*% ""d 'U# " " " *

J

i -=.li rd..ns die so:aa numeier of twwm
z

" t'rews.eena" are $44 5.1.seJ h
eus. ed as anen .oce , .aamtus wo e .. rem .

;
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"- * Applicants' ER fails to consider the question of whether the

full power outuut of the SHNPP will be saleable.

Mnolicants' ER assumes a 70% DER canaheity factor for the

full lifetime of the units, ignoring the fact that no la"Ee Westinghouse

PWR had (as of 12/31/80) ever achieved such a lifet$ne facuacity factor

to date (larSe PWRs being 700 MW and over, CP&L's turnkey unit Robinson

2 havinE the hi hest lifetime D7R CF at 66.5% as of that date)Y
E

Y kN
*Annlicants ' ER ignores the of steam generatorgenairs and

reolacement, # ' . _ 21 " 1- - M n ;__1 '- ' '' >^^

cn the ulants ' electtical outuut. These effects are large and

negative as shown by the record of such nients as Surry 1 and 2, E
W M M hGb b N ''#13'M [8P8/3b85 IdsdIm

(wint e. 19821-82 xcerienceAurkey Point 3 g and the recent

( of Duke Power Company's Oconee 1,2 and 3 unirs/and the uroblens(& WF2OSE&*V. ggg;
, 3jy,j,{

CP&L's Robinson 2 unit had in summer 1981, resulting in a limit po y

of 50% pouer level until this winter, and a limit of 75% newer level D#f
at present, intosed by CP&L.

(canacity f actors)
The 12 31.81 lifetime DER CFs of the above units are as follows

(NUR?T, 0020, Vol 6, No.1 of Jan 1982, le test one I have and I

subscribe to NRC's document service to get it):

Oconee 1 56.8% (38.6 for the year 1981)
2 60 3% (66.8, ditto )
3 6h.6% (72.5, ditto

Robinson 2 65.6% (57.1, ditto --scheduled stean gen. reulacement, is
1985

Surryl 51.h% (3h.2, ditto Surry 1, 2 and TP 3 include staan
2 53 3% (7h.1, ditto generator renlacement

Turkey Point 3 59.5 ( 15.0, "
4. 6h.8 (74. 2, " )

Anplicants' ER ignores the effect of steam generator design
k roblems of WestinE ouse model D steam generators, e.6. at Y.C. Sumnerhs

nuclear plant (very similar to Harris according to Harris FSAR), Duke

Power McGuire units 1 & 2 (McGuire now limited to 50% uower by N9C
staff order -- Harris has Westinghouse model D steam generators too
und therifogeang4xueeted@mdue.= hv sw= -t>%C,,
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# 22,In addition to the cost-benefit errors alleged, deficiencies
set forth

and mistakes and inconelete renorts to.be corrected ae-#S QIQDR |6 cLqo'0+cd b4 re feme. % WZoM&the following contention in additionI

(- in other contentions herein, '

is set forth with resoect to the costs and benefits of thefiled late Mar 182
Earris Project Units 1 and 2, refl.ecting IR mnendment'2 which .

first became available at the Wake Count 7 LPDR on 10 May 1982

(af ter that L?DR was closed to the public, myself included,
May 3 c 1982, as alluded 'o in my nrevious requests for extensior

,

_.f tine to the 3ccrd);' o
in Table 8.2.1-2

ch)l(A) ,CFhLis Amendment _2 fuel cost estimates. '
if.eti_me

as amended are erroneously. low,_ as are ,the fuel. cost ln

dd

estimates in section 8.2 as amended and section.11.as_ amen e
(all in the I?.) .

[[)(3)
CP&L's estinates in,tt.e ar. ended section 8 of, the [3~

ll
the payroll at the Harris plant. and the construction. ncyro-

i that

f or it will not be decreased ,by an; _.significant ar.ount,, compare.0
bcsed on only 2 units.

h it3,

to the ' cons truction and eneration of.all h units at t e s
Its credibilit" could cualify Sn.em for a Sec' ion

is not tecurate. 18, 1981 with the critinci
Either the estinetes filed December8. filed in Anendment

ER (0.L. Stage) on these matt ers , or the ones
j

'2, or both are in error, raising c uestions of CF&L's comnetence ,.

accuracy and good f aith that bear on nanagement canability, as
id heard

well as matters that need to be corrected in thc ES an f
before the Board to achieve a nroker balancing of costs and !

!

benefits (the Board should hear (A) above and the other itens
-

ibelow for the same reason),
r
l

-_ _ _ _ . . - - _ _ _ _ -- - . - -- -__ _ ____ _ _ . , . . __ _ .
-
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42.mhe**,Tc, cr#, ar.d oth e" sa#etv -ele tad +h'r s 4 r c'.ud'rg

SH"PP technical specificat'.ong, filter canabil' ties, ability
.

of gaseous radwaste systen to hqp radioiodinec released from
any or all gaseous release noints of SHNPP design or from

within the z auxiliary building (where ther could get b~

failura of x2xkai containment penetrations, e .g. by enbrittlen r.t

o" dissociation of seals on sane made of exnosy or "VC letting

radioiddines through in a urascure surge (e.g. fron H ev.nl sion)2

of sinnly by leakage once released inside containnent e.g. by

steam generator tube failures or eneration of naessure-relief
.

1

vcives on primery systen) are deficient in that ther:

A. Feil to take acenunt of evidence of Takeshi Seo, G. Steucek,
Stuecek, Health Shysics hl, Aug 108

,

Bruce Molholt et al (sce e.g.g(Outline of "c1 holt test'nory,
'

U. of M.ssouvi, Mills e ville I-131 datt
3/16/81) showing underestination of radionuclide e.inosure,

esa. I-1.11 e nd o tb e" re. d i n i o din a s a t TVI , w el a ?. a e , P o n ne

orders of nagnitude (u" to 6h000 Ci) bevnhd N"C 's ad-ission

of radiciodine release et TMI, and the hvnothyvoidisn,

thynoid nodules, thyroid cance s and other h alth effects

resulting the ef"on, anxtra:mersuenzte

3. Inaccurately estimates the annunts of radiciodines to

be released in Class IX accidents at SHNPP based on the above

and other evidence (e.g. NRC Translation 161, Nrc Trans $20).

C. Underestinates the radiciodine releases in normal

onevation and the health effects thereof.

D. Fails to urovide neans, such as potassium iodide nills

or causules, readily ava'lable tn citizens around SHNPP in

the event of a radiciodine release.

E. Fails to urovide means to snecifically identify radio-

iodiras (e.g. raes?uve-ioritat'ar monito s on all SHuon gaceous
mht@tDev@wtsar6dLM"#ha" Wr&1Ai9sLXC_9h**



__ _ _ - _ _
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-

radioiodine veleases at any time can be tronntl" identified

and assessed for magnitude, esnecially when thunde storns or

othe- neans of delivering such radio *I emissions in less dilute

forn than assuned by nixing ncdels used by Annlicants, N'C

or in the EP and TS, te exuosed versons, or when ne" sons are

nearby (e.g. on the lake at Sh?PP, if CF&L's unswise & unsere

plan to allow recreational use of same (E? sectinn 8, e.6.)

goes into effect) and na" be exnosed due to inversion conditions

in the atmosnhere, wind natterns from the release noint,

rainstorns, thunderstorns,'or other means including snow falling

through the plume fr$m the release coint.

F. Fails to orovide means of tranning radiciodines

from any release toint, once released there , to orevent sar.e

from injuring the nublic health or safety, or killing nevsons.

G. Assunes e=raneous conclusions about "adiciodine

effects on fetuses and !nfants, such as was demolished in

cross-exanination of D". Geo"ge Tokuhata (Tr 20,099-20,136)

as notied'in iten 1722 of Pa-tial Initial iecis8on bv AELB
in THI raste-t hearings, lh Dec. lo31, and ignores or

,

insufficently cor. side =s nove accurate conclusions and data, ]

e.g. that of Gordon MacLeod (see, e.g. Anbio 10:16-23, 1931,

Seo, Xzzi Nuclear Engineering 26 #3, 1079) gv5h
H. Allows oneration of SHU'? wih+.out eouienent able to

reE ster. actual radiction levels bein5 em'tted (see, e.g.h ,6i

lack of pressurized ionization detectors or equivalent, and
'

Monitors off-scale, and NSC not hav'ns TLD's on site tilm 3d

daly of TMI-2 accident, all in NUDEG -0600) & delivering same

| info promptly to the public, energency plannins personnel,
t

radiation n"otection officials of State of NC, P A and NQC,i

|
. _ ~ ~
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# jk) N9C 's , CP&L's, Aunlicants ' , State of NC 's and federal
"

1 e=ergency resnonse tiens for Earris are deficient in that they .

'

and nrovide means to cone with&orevent danage fre-
do not take account of the notential radiciodine releasensj
no*ed in the naaviou, centention, do vnt n*ov4.de the enuienent,

data, uronnt notification of nersons at risk, vadiation nnritoring

data [ including continuous seecific real-time eadings of actual

anents of radiciodines being released from SENF? th ough normel

_ release noints or from other nenetratiens of rirma containment
,

which may leak)which is necessaryte nake cremnt decisions
to protect the health and safety of the nubit e, do nnt assure

that active and effective potessium iodide urencrations (
-

.

thzarnaceutical) are in the nessession cf tersons who' night

be affected by such radiciodine releases at the highest

magnitude excevienced at TMI a ccording to T. Seo end odr.er -,.
,

~
'

work, for their prompt use as wculd be necessary if radio-

iodines were "eleased into a wind of the. cveraSe site snaed
(above 7 mnh, see I*) ~within 3 hours for a31 nersons within

?q mil.=s oc CEU:2, in +h e v lume ca th v54 cb mf nh'. be sn*
..

direction (see the almest circular wind rose of SEU " site, ru)

Within 90 min for those within 10 miles of SEN??, and

within 7 hours for tho se w.i Sain 50 miles of SEU?", all -

such nersons recuiring EI as desc-ibed above in their ucssession
impossible e.nd

at all tines SE7?? is one"ating because it i s, 4 7eractical to
deliver it to then within the tines noted above wherein a

'

radiciodine release vnuld reach those ne= sons , nawticularly

those wcrking or olaying ou* side buildings. 'Jork crews, day cave
cente s,,

I school grouns, schools, hoseitals, urisens, jailr. and other

| such grouns within 50 niles of SE9?: nust also b= urovided ,; ,yrI#I
, .
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cQ2 . . % : m- - :wW..g &,
# fAbn11 cants' QJ/0C prograrffails 20$. . a..7 pith 10 CFR 50

ofd N "fY WIV Dv
3b (b)(6)(ii,iii,1v a: d v) a-d (7) and e ?R 50 4.ppendix 3cg
in that it fails to assure that safety-related eouinment is

nroperly inspected (e.E. the "OK" tasc'.ng of defective nine

hanger welds at SENP?), thoroughly and accurately analyzed

and docunented (e.g. at 11 Diablo Canyon, PG&F, a utilit'-

nore co aetent than CF&L -- contention [ e on managenent

cenability being incorporated he-eing bv reference ^on the
,

natter of C"&L's conretence -- f ailed to detect over 100

errors in its safety-related ecuinment and structu e design,

analysis and construction by the trorcsed fuel load date

in October 1981. Only the hand of 5 ate prevented the Diablo

Canyon niant bein5 licensed to operate wi th all these errows

and defects being uncorrected, thanks to the enG neer whoi

discovered tl.a switched blueprints and had the guts te call

it to ti.e attention of sunerios & a tthorities. CP&L has

had 4.nsnectors at Harris who can 't even read blueprints well
of niving and vessels,

enough to detect such errors and discrens.ncies in welding
,

design and construction of containment and othe" walls, -

su,nort structures, etc. and saf etv-related nine hangers ),

and correctly. built and nrovably so (for reasons ncted above, e 6.}-

. _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ ._- _-_ _ , _ - __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ ---
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# SEN?? design is deficient for orotecting the health and
|

29 safety of the nublic from nuclear accidents because its ni-ing

layout anc' design is ,so outdated (due to its beinE delayed bv C?hL
~

.

for M years when CF&L couldn't afford to build it, and its bring

of about a 1971 design) that it cannot be economically updated

and redone to comply wi h tha results of the Plant 5."ter Hamne"
5E merience '. Report, ?WR S.G. (steam generator)7 feedwate , Erd

. ECCS & Main Stear. Systen water ha :mer events evaluation
.

(includinE systens effect) and ootential resolutions now

being urerared bv N'.C. ,. and the CF an: TU".EG venorts on the8

water hanner cuestion. This is sue is na-td.cularir aanlicable
Cos)s8 f 4+f ,3-

.

te Har-is because of its outdated desi n, mate *ials for ninineE
k m 9'P) * r, $$ flances,.no:21as 4_S.h8 MJWOM

7e.n d ve s s el.5 , :Mam 5 ator etc. made to outdated S?F III and

other codes ner 6/7/77 letter , 6/28/77 renly from CUEL to M'C, -
,

t.

5/17/77 letter W. McDuffie CF&L to Rusche N'I|C, thc "SA" h FEAn

at p. 13-15c, 13-2 and IE-h2a (ncybe these a e 1 3-P 'ard 1-b-2

h2a -- hard' to read ncge numbers ), use of uncualified welders,
~

advanced stage of construct $ on not allowing edesign to ccanly

5:ith N?.C advic e per the above st udies and docunents (4us

reouiring a trade between oublic health and safetv urotection

l from accidents , and costs to Arnlicants and delay of connletireg
& deficiencies

SEN??), cnd the irregu19ritiespn hydrostatic and other
l pressure testing (use of times welded shut to be nressuri:.H

while the actual vessel is not unde nressure, the shut welds

in these test tan pipes and branches GCMicEhave been ne-ferned
-

by sone cf D niel International and CP&L's best welders) of ,

i
such systens, and because of incorslete and inaccurate docunen- '

at SHi?;,tation of testing and materials of such ecuinment. - - _ _ - - . - _ - - . . -
.. . - . _ . .
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$"b St- [Ekh.y
# There is no e.ssured disposal site to isolat e low-

b (N b y g '*-
level radioactive wastes uroduced by grmal operation at

Ecrris frem the envircnment and the nublic until said waste,

x which includes highly toxic (radiotoxic) and lon5-lived

nucles* wastes such as Sr-90, Cs-137 and "us-239, has deccyed
9-to virtual 17zero levels of radioac tivity and mdictoxicity.

The lack of such an assured disuosal site, nlus Cthl's style

of oneration at Brunswick which leads that plant to have unu-

sually hiFh gena"a.H.nn n' low-lavel wa rte ba th enma-ed tc the

cauacity of the clant ar.d to its electrical outeut, which etvle
of ouerating may well nrevail at Harris, means thtt the lacP

of such an assured disnosal i site for low-level Har-is rad wasto
endangers the health and safety of the nublic under AIA and
needs to be i considered in the environmental balance under FFl. ,

this conditien having changed sir.ce the CP stage (and CP FTS)

due to the refusal of SC, NV and WA stater to continue t., accent

unlimited ancunts of low-level radioactive wastes; and by the

encetment by Congress of laws allowin5 strtes to forn co nacts

for low-level redwaste disnosal and t o exclude wastes such as

SENP? low-level radinactive wastes from states not members of

such h connacts. Sea diseosal is not assured because EPA 's

pronosed rule to allow disnosal of xx low-level radicactive
wastas ir the oceans has act baar. enset-d, p.ra te a-petea-

{ may be overturned by legal action or act of Congress.

|

. - - . . - - - . - - _ _ . - - - - . - -
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#[[An-Hecr.tshhva not shown that the events and een P t9rs

desc*ibed in II Infornetien Noticas 31-03 and 312-21 w'11 nat
an d

transnire at liarris (xx that s'nilar a conditions will not

'"g[JJoccur) to nrevent access of tha m "r's clant to its heat ,,

sink, A e.g. by f ailure of baffles and tub,es in the nain , W<fD My^AWch Cada CMSe. Sevtov.s Ccolt.ig 61. (u.res dWeA Q CWE.MQH

fidOR|$ivD
4 S ud.Mcondensers due to corro sion , pre s s ure change s , s ud den
SkuF M

nrossu~e changes result'n:- T r,n re ested trios and transients, 4

[2 5
water chenistr changes, etc. Unusual numbe s of t * ns and gq

byshutdevns could "asult f*cm t-ine to c ontrn1. 34"2" wi th

<2r-hits defective 1- designed steE7 E ene-ate-* , if oner 'ic"

at 755 or 100$ towe= range is attemnted, precinitatirg
rFcay

more tube leaks in the S.G.s and requiring r:o e frecuant p$Cd* *
shutdewns. In a nc the" manne r, the w' n .c= 1081-82 onera t' rr

7.J <

everience at Oc onee , and the sn-ing-su r.er 19C1 oneratin,- 0/kr.b
exoerience at ColcL's "obinsen 2 cuclear nlant, shau how in W

Cot #TfM! nucle.'. ole nte of about 10 yeers of age, venented stes , 4

(a r2tdopa6:'i-isnci

genera tor tube leaks caused M'.thou t thejd es'.gn defects o' g gf.

ShS?? 's 'destinghcuse odel D steen generatcre (S.G.s) (AM

CVCUNO
can and do result in repeated plant :tutdowns e ver a.'*er p

i extensive insoections. Corrcsive effrets of biocides b leL1g
WON M . w e.and other chemicals added to cooling to 'er wate= nust 56Viou s

'-

also be cons'.dered, and the oe s' Y li t" tha t one or N MSF_5
if ody pC

nc e :necies of clam, ente- o otba" m"ina ; ~ wth pyg,f p.
vw M-

9e.g. be*nacic) v'11 nrove "esistant to said blocides

and thus able tc ~ g rev ard live in th e Sif. ?T ce rdensers

(beirs brought there, e.g., on a pai of cants we n wadin6
ct the beach b7 a newsc.r. who also works aro und the c orlir;- te"e s ,

or by a saboceur, m2 or fren tle Harris lake in makeun water,

N6AmesvsLAr13-s S&9mo&ao#stEsa+_5Lhh
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'(^ kCh]]h control room f ails to meet regulatory requirements'' 3 ,

The %
-

/
in NURIG 0660, NUREG 0694, and NURIG 0737 in that the control *!

1

I

iroom lacks suf ficient instrumentation for detecting inadequate

core cooling in case of abnormal eventsf Applicants have not

demonstrated their ability to comply with current NRC requirements !
*

.

for overall control room destjn standards. The hg[yy[f control

room design and instrumenthfi4W have not been subjected .to a
.

~ I

comparative evaluation of the interaction of human factors and
'

efficiency of operatio.n, and the FSAR fails to document how the. ,.

plant can or wil'1 be modified to meet She new criteria imposed
.

after TMI.
-

.

O

.

|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA TG
00,jrygCNUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BW$DnE0 20 N0 59

F ihnuNEF lIn the Matter of )
) BRANCH

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-400 OL
AND NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN ) 50-401 OL
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY )

)
(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power )
Plant, Units 1 and 2) )

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I_hereby certify that copies of " Applicants' Motion for

Codification of Admitted Contentions" with attachments were

served this 17th day of December, 1982, by deposit in the U.S.

mail, first class, postage prepaid, to the parties on the

attached Service List.

.

\

\ s

9
' John H. O'Neill,Jr.[
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

' *

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-400. OL
AND NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN ) 50-401 OL
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY )

)
(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power )
Plant, Units 1 and 2) )

SERVICE LIST
.

James L. Kelley, Esquire John D. Runkle, Esquire -

Atanic Safety and Licensing Board Conservation Council of North Carolina
U.S. Nuclear Pegulatory Ca..nission 307 Granville Road
Washington, D.C. 20555 Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

Mr. Glenn O. Bright M. Travis Payne, Esquire
Atanic Safety and Licensing Board Edelstein and Payne
U.S. Nuclear Pegulatory Ccmnission P.O. Box 12643
Washington, D.C. 20555 Raleigh, North Carolina 27605

Dr. James H. Carpenter Dr. Richard D. Wilson
Atcmic Safety and Licensing Board 729 Hunter Street
U.S. Nuclear Pegulatory Comission Ape.x, North Carolira 27502
Washington, D.C. 20555

. Mr. Wells Eddlenan
Charles A. Barth, Escuire 718-A Iredell Street

Myren Karman, Esquire Durhan, North Carolina 27705

Office of Executive legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Pegulatory Ccmnission Ms. Patricia T. Ne wan
Washington, D.C. 20555 Mr. Slater E. Newman

Citizens Against Nuclear Pcwer
Docketing and Service Section 2309 Weymouth Court
Office of the Secretary Raleigh, North Carolina 27612
U.S. Nuclear Pegulatory Ccmnission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Richard E. Jones, Esquire

Vice P, resident & Senior Counsel
Mr. Daniel F. Read, President Carolina Pcwer & Light Co p y

Chapel Hill Anti-Nuclear Group Effort P.O. Box 1551
P.O. Box 524 Raleigh, North Carolina 27602
Chapel Hill, Nod Carclina 27514

Dr. Phyllis Letchin
108 Bridle Run
Chapel Hill, Nc d Carolina 27514
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